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Abstra t
The isomorphisms holding in all models of the simply typed lambda al ulus with surje tive and
terminal obje ts are well studied - these models are exa tly the Cartesian losed ategories. Isomorphism
of two simple types in su h a model is de idable by redu tion to a normal form and omparison under
a nite number of permutations (Bru e, Di Cosmo, and Longo 1992). Unfortunately, these normal
forms may be exponentially larger than the original types so this onstru tion de ides isomorphism in
exponential time. We show how using spa e-sharing/hash- onsing te hniques and memoization an be
used to de ide isomorphism in pra ti al polynomial time (low degree, small hidden onstant).
Other resear hers have investigated simple type isomorphism in relation to, among other potential
appli ations, type-based retrieval of software modules from libraries and automati generation of bridge
ode for multi-language systems. Our result makes su h potential appli ations pra ti ally feasible.

1 Introdu tion
Isomorphisms in various models extending simply typed lambda al ulus have re eived mu h attention reently. Appli ations su h as use of types as sear h keys in program libraries give these theories pra ti al
appli ations [12℄. We examine isomorphisms holding in all models of the typed lambda al ulus with surje tive pairing and terminal types.
The seven axioms we will onsider were shown to be omplete with respe t to isomorphism in the Cartesian
losed ategories as far ba k as 1985 [5℄. This result was also already known in Russia in 1983 [14℄. It is also
known that models of the typed lambda al ulus with surje tive pairing and terminal types are exa tly the
Cartesian losed ategories [4℄.
In [12℄, it was proposed that type isomorphisms in these systems should be studied to fa ilitate sear h of
fun tion libraries. The popular example (originating in [13℄) shows how numerous the names and prototypes
of fun tions \folding" a list may be. In response to this dilemma, isomorphisms are suggested as a means of
identifying ompatible fun tions and generating appropriate bridge ode.
A redu tion system to allow type omparisons using normal forms was initially given in [13℄. A slightly
di erent system was given in [4℄ whi h \ urryed" types instead of \un urrying" them. These onstru tion
show the de idability of this system but involve an exponential blowup of the types in question. We further
de ompose the redu tion system of [4℄ while preserving its on uen e and strong normalization properties.
By spe ifying a redu tion order, we are able to pla e a polynomial bound on the number of types reated
during redu tion allowing us to use hash- onsing and memoization te hniques to de ide isomorphism in
polynomial time.
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2 Previous Work

2.1 Previous Work on Isomorphisms of Simple Types

De nition 2.1.1 (T h0 ) We de ne T h0 to be the theory of equality with no additional axioms. By the
theory of equality, we mean the dedu tive losure of the axiom s hema A = A (re exivity) under the
following inferen e rules:
1. A =AB;=BC= C (transitivity)
A = B (symmetry)
2. B
=A
3. AA!=CB;=CB=!DD ( ongruen e with respe t to !)
4. AA=CB;=CB=DD ( ongruen e with respe t to )
We build on the work of [4℄ whi h formally de ned the theory as follows.

De nition 2.1.2 (T h1T ) T h1T is the theory of equality plus the following axiom s hemas, where T is a
onstant symbol:

1. A  B = B  A

2. A  (B  C ) = (A  B )  C

3. (A  B ) ! C = A ! (B ! C )

4. A ! (B  C ) = (A ! B )  (A ! C )
5. A  T = A

6. A ! T = T
7. T ! A = A

The soundness and ompleteness of T hxT are proven in [4℄. To de ide isomorphisms in T h1T , the following
redu tion system is de ned.

De nition 2.1.3 (Type Redu tion R1 ) Let R1 be the transitive and substitutive type-redu tion relation

generated by:

1. A  (B  C ) > (A  B )  C

2. (A  B ) ! C > A ! (B ! C )

3. A ! (B  C ) > (A ! B )  (A ! C )
4. A  T > A
5. T  A > A

6. A ! T > T
7. T ! A > A

Lemma 2.1.4

R1 is

on uent and strongly normalizes.
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Proof:

This is proven in [4℄.

De nition 2.1.5 (R1 Normal Forms) Let A be a type. The unique normal form of A under R1 is denoted
nf (A).

Additionally, [8℄ de nes the following sub-theories of T h1T to fa ilitate analysis of the redu tion.

De nition 2.1.6 (T h1 ) T h1 is the theory of equality plus the following axiom s hemas:
1. A  B = B  A

2. A  (B  C ) = (A  B )  C

3. (A  B ) ! C = A ! (B ! C )

4. A ! (B  C ) = (A ! B )  (A ! C )

De nition 2.1.7 (T h1 ) T h1 is the theory of equality plus the following axiom s hemas:
1. A ! (B ! C ) = B ! (A ! C )

Lemma 2.1.8 Let A be a type. Then, nf (A) is either of the form T or A1  : : :  An where Ai does not
ontain  or T.
Proof:

This lemma is proven in [4℄.

`A=B
 : : :  Bm , n = m,

Lemma 2.1.9 Let A and B be types. Then, T h1T
nf (A) = A1  : : :  An and nf (B ) = B1
T h1 ` Ai = B(i) for all i.

if and only if nf (A) = nf (B ) = T or
and there is a permutation  su h that

Proof:

This lemma is proven in [4℄.

2.2 Previous Work on Related Theories

An example of a pra ti al system making use of isomorphisms is the Mo kingbird proje t [3℄. Mo kingbird
uses a ombination of heuristi s and programmer hints to dete t isomorphisms and generate bridge ode.
[2℄ des ribes an attempt at formalizing these isomorphisms, T h1T , whi h ombine T h1T with Eq! , a
system of re ursive isomorphisms known to be de idable. Unfortunately, T h1T is in onsistent, an example
proof of whi h is found in [11℄. De ning a meaningful and onsistent theory of isomorphisms in luding
re ursive types whi h is de idable, preferably eÆ iently de idable, is still an open problem.
The restru tion of this problem to re ursive types with asso iativity and ommutativity is solved in
quadrati time in [11℄. This approa h is based on building up an approximation of an equivalen e relation
using automata te hniques. This solution does not deal with urrying (Axiom 3 of De nition 2.1.2) or the
distributive law (Axiom 4 of De nition 2.1.2).
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3 Redu tions
3.1 Overview

We redu e types to normal forms under a variation of R1 that is amenable to simple analysis. Instead of
using R1 to redu e a type to a normal form, we break up R1 into two separate type redu tion systems,
R1T and R1 . Individually, R1T and R1 are straightforward to analyze. In parti ular, it is possible to give a
polynomial bound on the types onstru ted by R1 using spa e sharing te hniques. Previously, the redu tion
rule orresponding to the distributive law (redu tion rule 3 in R1 ) allowed exponential growth.
On e types have been redu ed to the normal form of R1 , we further redu e them to a variation of
the normal form maintaining a sort property. This redu tion is also possible in polynomial time using
memoization. On e in this sorted normal form, type isomorphism is simply equality.
Trivial proofs, su h as the equivalen e of a type and its normal form, will be left out. Missing proofs
either an be sket hed in one line or proven through indu tion over the stru ture of the types in question.

3.2 Redu tion to T h1

De nition 3.2.1 (Type Redu tion R1T ) Let R1T be the transitive and substitutive type-redu tion relation generated by:
1. A  T > A
2. T  A > A

3. A ! T > T
4. T ! A > A

Note that the rules generating R1T are exa tly the rules generating R1 that refer to T.

Lemma 3.2.2 R1T is on uent and strongly normalizes.
Proof Sket h:
R1T terminates sin e the size of the expression de reases with ea h redu tion step. It is trivial to verify
that R1T is lo ally on uent.1 These properties are suÆ ient to prove the desired lemma [10℄.
De nition 3.2.3 (R1T Normal Forms) Let A be a type. The unique normal form of A under R1T is denoted
nf T (A).
Lemma 3.2.4 Let A be a type. Then, T h1T ` A = nf T (A).
De nition 3.2.5 (Trivial Types) Let A be a type. Then, A is a trivial type if and only if T h1T ` A = T.
Lemma 3.2.6 Let A be a type. Then, A is trivial if and only if nf T (A) = T.
Proof Sket h:
If nf T (A) = T, then T h1T ` A = T by Lemma 3.2.4 and transitivity. Otherwise, T h1T ` A = T, and
all series of redu tions applied to A in R1 result in T. If all possible redu tions in R1T are applied rst, the
result is either T or a term that does not ontain T. In the rst ase, nf T (A) = T. In the se ond ase, this
term may not be redu ed to T in R1 sin e no rules in R1 introdu e T. Therefore, nf T (A) = T.
Lemma 3.2.7 Let A and B be non-trivial types. Then, T h1T ` A = B if and only if T h1T ` nf T (A) =
nf T (B ).
Proof:
nf T (A) and nf T (B ) do not ontain T so this is proven in [4℄.
1 A redu tion system is lo ally on uent if every pair of two terms redu ed from another in one step may be redu ed to a
ommon term.
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3.3 Redu tion to T h1

De nition 3.3.1 (Type Redu tion R1 ) Let R1 be the transitive and substitutive type-redu tion relation applied to types that do not ontain T generated by:
1. A  (B  C ) > (A  B )  C

2. (A  B ) ! C > A ! (B ! C )

3. A ! (B  C ) > (A ! B )  (A ! C )

Note that the rules generating R1 are exa tly the rules generating R1 that do not refer to T.

Lemma 3.3.2

R1is

on uent and strongly normalizes.

Proof Sket h:

This follows from the proof that R1 is on uent and strongly normalizes. Let A be a type that does not
ontain T. Redu ing A in R1 does not introdu e T so the possible redu tions are exa tly those in R1 .

De nition 3.3.3 (R1 Normal Forms) Let A be a type not ontaining T. The unique normal form of A
under R1 is denoted nf  (A).
Lemma 3.3.4 Let A be a non-trivial type. Then, T h1 ` A = nf  (A).
Proof Sket h:

Sin e ea h redu tion step of R1 orresponds to a rule in T h1 , this follows trivially.

Lemma 3.3.5 Let A be a non-trivial type. Then, T h1T ` A = (nf  Æ nf T )(A).
Lemma 3.3.6 Let A be a non-trivial type. Then, (nf  Æ nf T )(A) = nf (A).
Proof Sket h:

The output of (nf  Æ nf T ) does not ontain T (they were removed by nf T ) and is irredu ible by the
rules not referring to T (nf  redu es a ording to these rules). Therefore, (nf  Æ nf T )(A) is irredu ible in
R1 . Sin e nf T and nf  redu e terms a ording to rules of R1 , (nf  Æ nf T )(A) must be the normal form of
A under R1 .

3.4 Redu tion to T h0

De nition 3.4.1 (Type Ordering) We hoose a xed total order on the set of all types, denoted . We

de ne  more pre isely in 4.5. For the moment, we do not spe ify the properties of  other than it is a total
ordering of the set of all types. We write A  B in the ase A  B ^ A 6= B .
Note that this ordering does not onsider isomorphi types equal unless they a tually are identi al.

De nition 3.4.2 (Type Redu tion R1! ) Let R1! be a transitive and substitutive type-redu tion relation
applied to types built from type variables and !. R1! is generated by:
1. A ! (B ! C ) > B ! (A ! C ) if B  A

Lemma 3.4.3

R1! is

on uent and strongly normalizes.
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Proof:

This may be proven by stru tural indu tion. Let A be the type in question. A is omposed of type
variables and !. The base ase is A is a type variable. A is trivially irredu ible so R1! is trivially strongly
normalizing in this ase. If A is not a type variable, A is of the form A1 ! : : : ! An ! B where Ai is a
type des ribed by the indu tion hypothesis and B is a type variable.
Redu tion steps may either redu e the Ai terms or rearrange Ai terms (i.e. for some permutation  ,
A > A(1) ! : : : ! A(n) ! B . By the indu tion hypothesis, redu ing ea h Ai terminates after a nite
number of redu tion steps so only a nite number of redu tion steps are ne essary to normalize all Ai terms.
The number of redu tions without redu ing an Ai term is also nite - ea h step swapping Ai terms brings
A(1) ; : : : ; A(n) loser to being sorted. Therefore, redu tion of A terminates.
Let Ci be the unique normal form of Ai under the indu tion hypothesis. The normal form of A is of the
form C(1) ! : : : ! C(n) ! B . Note that for all i and j , i  j implies C(i)  C(j ) and C(1) ; : : : ; C(n)
is the unique sorted version of C1 ; : : : ; Cn . Therefore, the normal form of A is unique and R1! strongly
normalizes.

De nition 3.4.4 (R1! Normal Forms) Let A be a type built from type variables and
normal form of A under R1! is denoted nf ! (A).

!.

The unique

Lemma 3.4.5 Let A be a type built from type variables and !. Then, T h1 ` A = nf ! (A).
Lemma 3.4.6 Let A and B be types built from type variables and
nf ! (A) = nf ! (B ).

!.

Then, T h1

` A = B if and only if

Proof Sket h:

This may be proven by indu tion over the length of the proof that T h1 ` A = B - any step is an
appli ation of the swap redu tion axiom of T h1 . Given two onse utive equations in the proof, one of these
equations may be redu ed to the other by the sorted swap rule of R1! . Sin e R1! is on uent and strongly
normalizable, these two equations have the same normal form. Therefore, all equations in the proof have
the same normal form.

4 EÆ ient Implementation
4.1 Overview

To avoid exponential expansion arising from redu tion using the distributivity rule, we use a hash- onsing
representation and memoization. Hash- onsing allows individual redu tions to be performed with onstant
spa e utilization. Handles from hash- onsing are also used to obtain a heap ordering of types. Memoization
allows a polynomial upper bound on the redu tions sin e ea h distin t type is redu ed at most on e. Spa e
sharing te hniques were used in [12℄ to avoid exponential spa e usage, but were not used for a time speedup.
Histori ally, hash onsing is a te hnique originally used in LISP to avoid dupli ation of lists. In LISP, list
stru tures are only reated by the ons operation. By modifying ons with the help of hashing te hniques,
no two invo ations of ons would ever return distin t opies of the same data. An early example of this
te hnique is presented in [9℄. While limiting the ability to modify lists generated in su h a manner, this
te hnique allows greater spa e eÆ ien y and onstant time equality he king [1℄.
Memoization is a variation of dynami programming preserving the natural top-down re ursive approa h
while storing the results of ea h sub-problem solved [7℄.
An example implentation in SML/NJ is given in appendix A.

4.2 EÆ ient Redu tion to T h1

Lemma 4.2.1 Let A be a type. There exists an algorithm outputting nf T (A) using O(jAj) time and O(jAj)
spa e.
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Proof Sket h:
nf T (A) is easily al ulated re ursively in a bottom up fashion.

4.3 EÆ ient Redu tion to T h1

De nition 4.3.1 (Type Degree) Let A be a type of the form A1  : : :  An where Ai is built from type
variables and !. The degree of A, denoted degree (A), is n.

Lemma 4.3.2 Let A be a type. Then, degree (nf (A))  jAj.
Lemma 4.3.3 Let A be a non-trivial type. There exists an algorithm outputting nf (A) in O(jAj2 ) time and
O(jAj2 ) spa e using spa e sharing te hniques.

Proof Sket h:

nf (A) an be onstru ted in a bottom up fashion. Let A0 = nf T (A). If A0 = L ! R, then O(degree (nf (L))
degree (nf (R))) new types are onstru ted after nf (L) and nf (R) are onstru ted. Otherwise, if A0 = L  R,
then O(degree (nf (R))) new types are onstru ted after nf (L) and nf (R) are onstru ted. In either ase,
O(jLjjRj) types are onstru ted after nf (L) and nf (R) are onstru ted. In the entire onstru tion of nf (A),
O(jAj2 ) types are onstru ted.

4.4 EÆ ient Redu tion to T h0

!. A is of the
form A1 ! : : : ! An ! B where B is a type variable. The right height of A, denoted right height (A), is n.

De nition 4.4.1 (Type Right Height) Let A be a type built from type variables and

De nition 4.4.2 (Total Distin t Right Height) Let A be a non-trivial type. The total distin t right
height of A, denoted total distin t right height (A), is the sum of all the right heights of the types forming
A whi h o ur in sub-expressions of A besides X ! A.

Consider an algorithm sorting A in a bottom up fashion. If A is of the form A1 ! : : : ! An ! B , the
Ai types and B are sorted re ursively and then the Ai types are sorted relative to ea h other. With a
memoizing sort implementation, the total number of types involved as inputs to the various alls to sort is
total distin t right height (A).

Lemma 4.4.3 Let A be a non-trivial type. Then, total distin t right height (A) 2 O(jAj2 ).
Proof Sket h:
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 4.3.3.

Lemma 4.4.4 Let A be a non-trivial type. Let A0 = nf (A). A0 is of the form A01  : : :  A0n . There exists
an algorithm outputting nf ! (A01 )  : : :  nf ! (A0n ) in O(jAj2 log jAj) time using O(jAj2 ) spa e.
Proof Sket h:
A0i is of the form A0i;1 ! : : : ! A0i;n ! B . nf ! (A0i ) may be onstru ted by re ursively normalizing ea h
A0i;j and sorting. The total length of all the lists to be sorted is O(jAj2 ) by Lemma 4.4.3 so the total time
sorting with memoization is O(jAj2 log jAj) and the total spa e is O(jAj2 ).
This is a tight bound for this parti ular algorithm - an example that has is asymptoti ally this slow is
(A1  : : :  An ) ! ((B1 ! C1 )  : : :  (Bn ! Cn )).

Lemma 4.4.5 Let A and B be types. Let n = max(jAj; jB j). Whether T h1T
2
2
O(n log n) time and O(n ) spa e.

Proof Sket h:

`A=B

is de idable in

If A or B is trivial, T h1T ` A = B if and only if nf T (A) = nf T (B ) = T. This is de idable in O(n) time
and O(n) spa e.
Let A0 and B 0 be de ned as in lemma 4.4.4. A0 and B 0 are onstru ted in O(n2 ) time and O(n2 ) spa e.
Sorting A0 and B 0 may be done in O(n2 log n) time. This takes a total of O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 ) spa e.
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4.5 Costs of Hash-Consing and Memoization

Te hni ally, this analysis ignores osts asso iated with hash- onsing and memoization - overhead from these
methods an add a logarithmi fa tor to operations that would normally take onstant time. In pra ti e,
hashing te hniques would mostly negate this, but stri ter analysis shows that it does not hange the asymptoti behavior. In the redu tions to T h1 , O(n2 ) types are onstru ted so the additional ost of hash- onsing
is O(n2 log n) so it is no worse asymptoti ally than later sorting. The osts of memoization and hash- onsing
while sorting is O(n2 ) types looked up at total ost O(n2 log n) so the ost is asymptoti ally the same as the
a tual sorting.
Another ost ignored is the ost of . In the redu tion, the des ription of the total ordering was purposely
left vague. This allows hash- onsing handles to be used to order types in onstant time under the ommon
pra ti al assumption that suÆ iently large numbers an be stored in onstant spa e.

5 Con lusions
We have presented an algorithm building on a sizable body of theoreti al work and bringing it within
pra ti al limits. De iding isomorphisms in a pra ti al manner allows many appli ations urrently dependent
on heuristi s for the dis overy of isomorphisms to heaply move to sounder theoreti al footing.
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I would like to a knowledge my advisor Assaf Kfoury who got me interested in type isomorphisms last fall
and pointed out Josh Auerba h et al's paper. Assaf Kfoury also gave me the task of implementing hashonsing for re ursive types [6℄, giving me the understanding of hash- onsing ne essary for this paper. Jens
Palsberg was also helpful, both in mentioning his related work and in enlightening us about early work on
this subje t.

A Example Implementation
This appendix gives sour e ode listings for our implementation of this algorithm. Ea h le orresponds to
one step in the redu tion. An interesting property of the data types used in the rst two redu tion steps
(those only based on the stru ture of the types involved) is that on e a type is onverted to the output type
of that redu tion, it is irredu ible under that redu tion system.

A.1 Isomorphism.sml
(* Isomorphism.sml *)
(* This stru ture is a wrapper over the normalization fun tions of the various
type s hemas allowing type isomorphism to be de ided. *)
stru ture Isomorphism =
stru t
fun de ide(a, b) =
ase (S hema1.normalize(a), S hema1.normalize(b)) of
(NONE, NONE) =>
true
| (SOME(a'), SOME(b')) =>
let
val normalize =
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in
| _ =>
end

end

S hema3.normalize o S hema2.normalize
normalize(a') = normalize(b')

false

A.2 S hema0.sml
(* S hema0.sml *)
(* This stru ture models arbitrary types within the first order lambda
al ulus with terminal obje ts and surje tive pairing. *)
stru ture S hema0 =
stru t
(* datatypes *)

end

datatype S hema0 =
Arrow0 of S hema0 * S hema0
| Cross0 of S hema0 * S hema0
| Terminal0
| Variable0 of int

A.3 S hema1.sml
(* S hema1.sml *)
(* This stru ture models arbitrary types in the first order lambda
with surje tive pairing. *)

al ulus

(* The redu e fun tion returns either NONE when the input type tau is
isomorphi to the terminal obje t or SOME(tau') where tau' is a type not
ontaining the terminal obje t and tau is isomorphi to tau' *)
stru ture S hema1 =
stru t
(* datatypes *)
datatype S hema1 =
Arrow1 of S hema1 * S hema1
| Cross1 of S hema1 * S hema1
| Variable1 of int
(* normalization fun tion *)
fun normalize(S hema0.Arrow0(x, y)) =
( ase (normalize(x), normalize(y)) of
(NONE, NONE) =>
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end

NONE
| (NONE, SOME(y')) =>
SOME(y')
| (SOME(x'), NONE) =>
NONE
| (SOME(x'), SOME(y')) =>
SOME(Arrow1(x', y')))
| normalize(S hema0.Cross0(x, y)) =
( ase (normalize(x), normalize(y)) of
(NONE, NONE) =>
NONE
| (NONE, SOME(y')) =>
SOME(y')
| (SOME(x'), NONE) =>
SOME(x')
| (SOME(x'), SOME(y')) =>
SOME(Cross1(x', y')))
| normalize(S hema0.Terminal0) =
NONE
| normalize(S hema0.Variable0(n)) =
SOME(Variable1(n))

A.4 S hema2a.sml
(* S hema2a.sml *)
(* This stru ture models arbitrary types in the first order lambda
al ulus. *)
stru ture S hema2a =
stru t
(* datatypes *)
datatype S hema2aHandle =
Handle2a of int
datatype S hema2aData =
Arrow2a of S hema2aHandle * S hema2aHandle
| Variable2a of int;
(* sorting *)
stru ture HandleOrdKey : ORD_KEY =
stru t
type ord_key =
S hema2aHandle

end

fun ompare(Handle2a(x), Handle2a(y)) =
Int. ompare(x, y)
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stru ture DataOrdKey : ORD_KEY =
stru t
type ord_key =
S hema2aData

end

fun ompare(Arrow2a(x1, x2), Arrow2a(y1, y2)) =
( ase HandleOrdKey. ompare(x1, y1) of
EQUAL =>
HandleOrdKey. ompare(x2, y2)
| DEFAULT =>
DEFAULT)
| ompare(Arrow2a(_), Variable2a(_)) =
LESS
| ompare(Variable2a(_), Arrow2a(_)) =
GREATER
| ompare(Variable2a(x), Variable2a(y)) =
Int. ompare(x, y)

(* hash ons fun tions *)
lo al
val next_handle =
ref 0
stru ture HandleMap =
BinaryMapFn(HandleOrdKey)
val handle_to_data_map =
ref(HandleMap.empty : S hema2aData HandleMap.map)
stru ture DataMap =
BinaryMapFn(DataOrdKey)
val data_to_handle_map =
ref(DataMap.empty : S hema2aHandle DataMap.map)
fun get_hash onsed(data) =
let
val urrent_handle =
!next_handle
val
in

urrent_handle' =
Handle2a( urrent_handle)

ase DataMap.find(!data_to_handle_map, data) of
NONE =>
(data_to_handle_map := DataMap.insert(!data_to_handle_map,
data,
urrent_handle');
handle_to_data_map := HandleMap.insert(!handle_to_data_map,
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in

end

next_handle := urrent_handle + 1;
urrent_handle')
| SOME(found_handle) =>
found_handle

urrent_handle',
data);

ex eption IllegalHandle2aEx eption of HandleOrdKey.ord_key;
val

ompare =
HandleOrdKey. ompare

(* hash onsing wrappers *)
fun get_arrow(x, y) =
get_hash onsed(Arrow2a(x, y))
fun get_data(h) =
ase HandleMap.find(!handle_to_data_map, h) of
NONE =>
raise IllegalHandle2aEx eption(h)
| SOME(data) =>
data

end

end

fun get_variable(x) =
get_hash onsed(Variable2a(x))

A.5 S hema2.sml
(* S hema2.sml *)
(* This stru ture models surje tive pairs of arbitrary types in the first
order lambda al ulus. *)
(* The normalize fun tion "moves up" rosses so that the result has no
o uren es of rosses below the top level. *)
stru ture S hema2 =
stru t
(* datatypes *)
datatype S hema2Handle =
Handle2 of int
datatype S hema2Data =
Arrow2 of S hema2a.S hema2aHandle
| Cross2 of S hema2Handle * S hema2a.S hema2aHandle
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(* sorting/mapping *)
stru ture HandleOrdKey : ORD_KEY =
stru t
type ord_key =
S hema2Handle

end

fun ompare(Handle2(x), Handle2(y)) =
Int. ompare(x, y)

stru ture DataOrdKey : ORD_KEY =
stru t
type ord_key =
S hema2Data

end

fun ompare(Arrow2(x), Arrow2(y)) =
S hema2a. ompare(x, y)
| ompare(Arrow2(_), Cross2(_)) =
LESS
| ompare(Cross2(_), Arrow2(_)) =
GREATER
| ompare(Cross2(x1, x2), Cross2(y1, y2)) =
( ase HandleOrdKey. ompare(x1, y1) of
EQUAL =>
S hema2a. ompare(x2, y2)
| DEFAULT =>
DEFAULT)

(* hash ons fun tions *)
lo al
val next_handle =
ref 0
(* handle to data mapping *)
stru ture HandleMap =
BinaryMapFn(HandleOrdKey)
val handle_to_data_map =
ref(HandleMap.empty : S hema2Data HandleMap.map)
(* data to handle mapping *)
stru ture DataMap =
BinaryMapFn(DataOrdKey)
val data_to_handle_map =
ref(DataMap.empty : S hema2Handle DataMap.map)
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(* a tual hash onsing *)
fun get_hash onsed(data) =
let
val urrent_handle =
!next_handle
val
in

in

end

urrent_handle' =
Handle2( urrent_handle)

ase DataMap.find(!data_to_handle_map, data) of
NONE =>
(data_to_handle_map := DataMap.insert(!data_to_handle_map,
data,
urrent_handle');
handle_to_data_map := HandleMap.insert(!handle_to_data_map,
urrent_handle',
data);
next_handle := urrent_handle + 1;
urrent_handle')
| SOME(found_handle) =>
found_handle

ex eption IllegalHandle2Ex eption of HandleOrdKey.ord_key;
(* hash onsing wrappers *)
fun get_arrow(x) =
get_hash onsed(Arrow2(x))
fun get_ ross(x, y) =
get_hash onsed(Cross2(x, y))

end

fun get_data(h) =
ase HandleMap.find(!handle_to_data_map, h) of
NONE =>
raise IllegalHandle2Ex eption(h)
| SOME(data) =>
data

(* redu tion fun tions *)
fun redu e_ ross(x, y) =
ase (get_data(x), get_data(y)) of
(Arrow2(_), Arrow2(y')) =>
get_ ross(x, y')
| (Arrow2(_), Cross2(y1', y2')) =>
get_ ross(redu e_ ross(x, y1'), y2')
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| (Cross2(_), Arrow2(y')) =>
get_ ross(x, y')
| (Cross2(_), Cross2(y1', y2')) =>
get_ ross(redu e_ ross(x, y1'), y2')
fun redu e_arrow(x, y) =
ase (get_data(x), get_data(y)) of
(Arrow2(x'), Arrow2(y')) =>
get_arrow(S hema2a.get_arrow(x', y'))
| (Arrow2(x'), Cross2(y1', y2')) =>
get_ ross(redu e_arrow(x, y1'),
S hema2a.get_arrow(x', y2'))
| (Cross2(x1', x2'), Arrow2(y')) =>
redu e_arrow(x1',
get_arrow(S hema2a.get_arrow(x2', y')))
| (Cross2(_), Cross2(y1', y2')) =>
redu e_ ross(redu e_arrow(x, y1'),
redu e_arrow(x, get_arrow(y2')))
(* normalization fun tion *)

end

fun normalize(S hema1.Arrow1(x, y)) =
redu e_arrow(normalize(x), normalize(y))
| normalize(S hema1.Cross1(x, y)) =
redu e_ ross(normalize(x), normalize(y))
| normalize(S hema1.Variable1(n)) =
get_arrow(S hema2a.get_variable(n))

A.6 S hema3.sml
(* S hema3.sml *)
(* This stru ture models sorted surje tive pairs of sorted types in the first
order lambda al ulus. *)
(* The normalize fun tion sorts the input types using
and "Swap". *)

ommutativity of " ross"

stru ture S hema3 =
stru t
lo al
stru ture S hema2aHandleMap =
BinaryMapFn(S hema2a.HandleOrdKey)
(* memoization *)
val memoized_2a_3a =
ref(S hema2aHandleMap.empty : S hema2a.S hema2aHandle S hema2aHandleMap.map)
fun memoize_2a_3a(x, y) =
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(memoized_2a_3a := S hema2aHandleMap.insert(!memoized_2a_3a, x, y);
y);
(* list extra tion *)
fun extra t_arrow_list(h) =
ase S hema2a.get_data(h) of
S hema2a.Arrow2a(x, y) =>
let
val (x', y') =
extra t_arrow_list(y)
in
(x::x', y')
end
| S hema2a.Variable2a(n) =>
(nil, S hema2a.get_variable(n))
fun extra t_ ross_list(h) =
ase S hema2.get_data(h) of
S hema2.Arrow2(x_2a) =>
x_2a::nil
| S hema2.Cross2(x_2, y_2a) =>
y_2a::extra t_ ross_list(x_2)
(* list folding *)
val fold_arrow_list =
Array.foldr(fn(a, b) => S hema2a.get_arrow(a, b))
val foldi_ ross_list =
Array.foldri(fn(_, a, b) => S hema2.get_ ross(b, a))
(* normalization *)
fun normalize_a(x) =
ase S hema2aHandleMap.find(!memoized_2a_3a, x) of
NONE =>
let
val (input_list, output) =
extra t_arrow_list(x)

in

val input_array =
Array.fromList(input_list)
Array.modify(normalize_a)(input_array);
ArrayQSort.sort(S hema2a. ompare)(input_array);

memoize_2a_3a(x, fold_arrow_list(output)(input_array))
end
| SOME(h) =>
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in

h
fun normalize(x) =
let
val arrow_2a_array =
Array.fromList(extra t_ ross_list(x))
in
Array.modify(normalize_a)(arrow_2a_array);
ArrayQSort.sort(S hema2a. ompare)(arrow_2a_array);
let
in

end

end

end

end

val first =
S hema2.get_arrow(Array.sub(arrow_2a_array, 0))
foldi_ ross_list(first)(arrow_2a_array, 1, NONE)
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